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ABSTRACT

Two new incremental models for online anomaly detection in data streams at nodes in wireless sensor networks are
discussed. These models are incremental versions of a model that uses ellipsoids to detect first, second, and higher-
ordered anomalies in arrears. The incremental versions can also be used this way but have additional capabilities offered
by processing data incrementally as they arrive in time. Specifically, they can detect anomalies ‘on-the-fly’ in near real
time. They can also be used to track temporal changes in near real-time because of sensor drift, cyclic variation, or
seasonal changes. One of the new models has a mechanism that enables graceful degradation of inputs in the distant past
(fading memory). Three real datasets from single sensors in deployed environmental monitoring networks are used to
illustrate various facets of the new models. Examples compare the incremental version with the previous batch and dynamic
models and show that the incremental versions can detect various types of dynamic anomalies in near real time. Copyright
© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Detection of various types of anomalies such as unusual,
unexpected, possibly intrusive events, and faults is an
important part of automated monitoring systems. In
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), anomaly detection is
used in a variety of applications [1], including intrusion
detection [2,3], event detection [4], and quality assurance
[5,6]. Numerous factors affect the use of anomaly detec-
tion: mobility in sensors, the condition of the environment
(benign or adverse) [7], the dynamics of the environment,
and energy constraints. To detect anomalies in measured
data, we need to separate them from normal observa-
tions. The most common way to perform this task is by
modeling the normal data and then identifying deviations
from the model.

We classify WSN anomaly detection models by two
attributes: the time when detection is carried out and
the location in the WSN of where the data analysis is
performed. Here is a compact summary

When? I (incremental) Now

B (batch) Later

Where? L (local) At a single node

G (global) At a group of nodes

So, we may have IL, BL, IG, and BG models in the (time,
space) domain. The authors of [5] demonstrated the need
for adaptive incremental modeling for anomaly detection.
The main contribution of our article is to introduce a new
IL (incremental, local) approach to event detection based
on elliptical chains that track and identify anomalies in
sensor measurements at a single node in near real time.

Communication overhead in global approaches is pro-
hibitive, so BG models are mainly useful as a baseline
for comparing different algorithms, but see [8,9] for good
introductions to outlier detection with BG models. Each
node builds a local model of its own normal behavior in BL
and IL approaches. The parameters of local models may
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then be forwarded to a base station or network cluster head
where a global model (BG or IG) be calculated on the basis
of inputs from the local models.

A detection model can be batch mode in the sense
that sensor measurements need to be stored until they
can be analyzed at the end of a monitoring period. Batch
local and global models for anomaly detection have been
studied widely [10–20]. These methods can be compu-
tationally efficient but have several drawbacks. In data
streaming environments, where the measurements arrive
as a continuous stream of data, it is infeasible to buffer
all the measurements for batch analysis. Batch algorithms
cannot identify and broadcast anomalous measurements as
they occur; they cannot adapt to changes in the environ-
ment (e.g., drift cannot be tracked); and their accuracy
is famously dependent on a good choice for the training
period and the quality of the training data. We briefly
review several recent approaches.

Hyperellipsoidal boundaries are used in [13] to classify
normal and anomalous measurements at each node (BL)
or nodes (BG) in WSNs. Their models tolerate noise in
the training data and individual anomalies are reported to
users; but in common with all batch approaches, each node
must store its measurements over some training period.
After batch processing of stored data, summary parameters
of each BL model are then passed to a cluster head,
where BG processing can be carried out. Communication
overhead is minimized, but reaction time is non-existent.
Three different types of batch anomalies were defined and
illustrated in [13]: first-order (individual point anomalies
internal to a single node); second-order (an entire node
registers measurements that are at odds with data collected
by other nodes in the network); and higher-order (several
nodes in the network collect data that differs from
other nodes).

The authors of [14–16] proposed several BG models
based on support vector machine (SVM) models. Although
SVM methods often provide a good decision boundary
that captures the normal data, they impose a computa-
tional overhead of O(n3/ on each sensor (where n is the
number of training samples), and this model also suffers
from the usual problems associated with batch processing.
Combination SVM-based models discussed in [17] use
adaptive updating of a normal BL model to approximate
IL behavior. However, this model also pays for its utility
with very expensive computational overhead.

A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is combined with
a self-organizing map (SOM) technique for BG anomaly
detection in [18]. The DWT encoded the measurements
at the nodes, and the SOM was used at the base station
to detect unusual sets of wavelet coefficients. But SOM
training is overly sensitive to noise in the data and it
is hard to understand what triggered reported anomalies.
Alarms generated by this system usually require inter-
vention by human operators or computationally expensive
fault diagnostic systems for verification.

Ellipsoidal summaries are used as the basis of BL and
BG models in [19,20]. A fourth type of batch anomaly,

the first-order epoch anomaly, was defined in [19] as a con-
tiguous set of unusual measurements internal to a node.
The approach reported in these papers represents the data
at each node by a set of ellipses. Several measures of ellip-
tical similarity lead to visual interpretation of normal and
anomalous clusters of ellipsoids at each node, and anomaly
identification is provided by single linkage clustering of
ellipsoid distance data. But these methods also suffer from
the limitations imposed by batch processing.

There is an extensive body of research on outlier
detection in time-series data [21]. In general, IL and IG
models for outlier detection in WSNs parallel much of
the work reported in the time series literature on change
detection (regime switching). In this literature, anomalies
are based on various dynamic models that are often some
variant of an autoregression (AR, ARMA, ARX, ARMAX,
etc.) model or a state space model. Four types of dynamic
anomalies commonly associated with outlier detection in
time series data are innovational outliers, additive outliers,
transition changes (drift), and level shifts [21].

In [22], the authors proposed a multi-class cumula-
tive sum (CUSUM, [23]) algorithm to detect network
anomalies. Ross et al. [24] add a predictive element
to several CUSUM AR models based on regressive
least squares (RLS) analysis. CUSUM-based algorithms
for anomaly detection are computationally efficient but
their threshold-based detection mechanisms can be unre-
liable. Another set of more computationally demanding
approaches use likelihood ratio tests for change detection
in time series. The authors of [25] introduced a marginal-
ized likelihood ratio test to detect abrupt changes in linear
state space models. In [4], the authors proposed a method
for an online approximation of the data distribution over
a sliding window using kernel estimators with a random
sampling technique. This approach requires a lot of mem-
ory and seems too computationally complex to be useful
for an incremental algorithm in WSNs.

We will develop two new IL models for anomaly detec-
tion at a single node that are based on incremental versions
of the batch models discussed in [13]. The new models
can detect anomalies that appear at a node in near real
time (streaming analysis of event detection). They can be
used to track temporal changes in collected data because
of sensor drift, cyclic variation, or seasonal changes. They
can also be used within the frameworks for distributed
anomaly detection suggested in [13,26]. And finally, one of
the new IL models has a mechanism that enables graceful
degradation of inputs in the distant past (fading memory).

Section 2 provides a brief review of the batch data
capture anomaly detection (DCAD) model presented in
[13]. Section 3 introduces two incremental models for
anomaly detection based on DCAD: iterative DCAD
(IDCAD) and IDCAD with a forgetting factor (FFIDCAD).
Time and space complexity are especially important
for algorithms mounted on wireless sensors. Section 4
considers these aspects of the three models. The focal dis-
tance between pairs of ellipsoids is reviewed in Section 5.
The three real-world WSN datasets used for our numerical
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examples are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 contains
numerical examples related to implementation issues for
the new algorithms. Section 8 has numerical examples that
show how the new models can be used to detect and char-
acterize first-order anomalies and various types of temporal
events that may occur in WSNs. We offer our conclusions
and some ideas for further research in Section 9.

2. THE BATCH DCAD MODEL [13]

Let x be an observation of the random vector X D

.X1; : : : ;Xp/
T � X.�†/ with population mean � D

.�1; : : : ; �p/
T and (positive definite) population covari-

ance matrix † D Œcov.X/�. For fixed � 2 <p, the level
set of Q.x��/D .x��/T†�1.x��/D k.x��/k2

†�1

for scalar t 2 > 0 is

surf
�
†�1;�I t

�
D
n
x 2 <pj kx��k2

†�1
D t2

o
(1)

†�1 is sometimes called the characteristic matrix of Q,
and kx��k†�1 D

p
.x��/T†�1.x��/ is the statis-

tical (Mahalanobis) distance between x and �. Geometri-
cally, surf.†�1;�I t/ is the surface of the hyperellipsoid
(more simply, ellipsoid) in p-space induced by †�1, all
of whose points are the constant Mahalanobis distance
.t/ from its center �. If equality in (1) is replaced by
inequality, we have the interior .</ and exterior .>/ of
the ellipsoid

int
�
†�1;�I t

�
D
n
x 2 <pj kx��k2

†�1
< t2

o
(2)

ext
�
†�1;�I t

�
D
n
x 2 <pj kx��k2

†�1
> t2

o
(3)

The union of the interior and surface is the ellipsoid
e.†�1;�I t/ D int.†�1;�I t/ [ surf .†�1;�I t/. Some-
times, t is called the ‘effective radius’ of e.†�1;�I t/.
When † D I; e.I;�I t/ is a hypersphere. The geometry of
e.†�1;�I t/ is known through the eigenstructure of†. We
use ellipsoids to define anomalies in a sensor network by
replacing the population mean and covariance matrix by
their unbiased estimates made with a finite sample.

Let Xn D fx1 : : : xng � <
p be a set of n vectors in

<p collected serially at a single node in a WSN. The k-th
vector is a set of p observations recorded by a sensor at
time k. Column vector xk is its numerical representation;
xjk is the j -th feature or attribute value associated with
object k. When xk arrives at time k D 1, 2, . . . n, we call
Xn streaming data. We want to partition Xn into two sub-
sets, NPD fnormal pointsg, and APD fanomalous pointsg.
Every clustering algorithm can produce two partitions of
Xn [27]. But most clustering algorithms have a prohibitive
amount of computational complexity for use at individual
nodes. More importantly, only a few highly specialized
clustering methods can isolate outliers (anomalies) from
the main body of samples (the normals), and these methods

are even more complex than run-of-the-mill clustering
methods [28]. Instead, we opt for a simpler approach that
involves data capture by a specified ellipsoid. Without
assuming Xn to be a random n-sample of X.�; †/, we form
its sample mean and sample covariance matrix,

mn D

nX
kD1

xk=nD .m1; : : : ;mp/
T (4)

Sn D

nX
kD1

.xk �mn/.xk �mn/
T=.n� 1/ (5)

We assume that Sn is positive definite (in theory, it always
is, in practice, almost always). Normal and anomalous
points in the dataset X were defined in [13], relative to the
hyperellipsoidal parameters .S�1n ;mn/, as

NPXn;t � NPXn.S
�1
n ;mn I t/

D
n
xk 2 Xnj kxk �mnk

2
S�1n
� t2

o
� .normal points in Xn/ and (6)

APXn;t � APXn.S
�1
n ;mn I t/

D
n
xk 2 Xnj kxk �mnk

2
S�1n

> t2
o

� .anomalous points in Xn/ (7)

This definition uses level sets of the sample-based
Mahalanobis distance to create two partitions of Xn. Thus,
NPXn,t � e

�
S�1n ;mnI t

�
, APXn,t � ext

�
S�1n ;mn I t

�
and

Xn D NPXn,t [ APXn,t . Because the normal points are
contained (captured) by the ellipsoid e

�
S�1n ;mnI t

�
, we

call this the DCAD model. Why use ellipsoids? Although
not all finite datasets exhibit ellipsoidal geometry, the
hyperellipsoid is remarkably flexible, because it can
capture (the central tendencies of) data ranging from
hyperspherical (all eigenvalues of S�1n are equal) to
‘almost’ linear (one or more eigenvalues of S�1n tends
to zero). This definition also enables us to exploit the
explicit relationship between ellipsoids and level sets of the
multivariate normal probability density function.

The DCAD models enjoy various degrees of success
at isolating anomalies, but they have several deficiencies.
For example, it is necessary to collect and store all of
Xn before erecting e

�
S�1n ;mnI t

�
. So, anomalous measure-

ment events that occur during data collection are simply
incorporated into (and often missed by) the aggregate batch
computation. More importantly, because events of inter-
est are not identified in real-time or near real-time, the
batch approach does not support online event detection
(streaming analysis), and the node has no way to warn the
network on-the-fly of suspicious data caused by interesting
events such as node faults or drift. These problems moti-
vate us to introduce several incremental versions of the
DCAD model.
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3. TWO INCREMENTAL
DCAD MODELS

Incremental (sometimes called ‘recursive’) alternatives for
calculating the parameters

�
S�1n ;mn

�
of Xn are well-

known. Incremental updates for the mean and covariance
matrix at equations (4) and (5) are (cf. pp 150–151 of [29])

_
mn D

_
mn�1C

.xn �
_
mn�1/
n

and (8)

_

S n D

�
n� 1

n

�
_

S n�1C
.xn �

_
mn�1/.xn �

_
mn�1/T

n
(9)

It is fairly simple to prove that (4) and (8) yield the same
mean (i.e.,

_
mn D mn), but (9) does not produce the same

matrix as (5); rather, it provides an estimate
_

S n � Sn.
Applying the matrix identity .A C xyT/�1 D A�1 ��
A�1xyTA�1=1C yTA�1x

�
[29] to (9) yields

_

S
�1

n D

�
n� 1

n� 2

�24_S�1n�1 �
_

S
�1

n�1.xn �
_
mn�1/.xn �

_
mn�1/T

_

S
�1

n�1

.n/.n�2/
n�1 C .xn �

_
mn�1/T

_

S
�1

n�1.xn �
_
mn�1/

3
5 (10)

Equation (10) is the exact inverse of (9) and an approximate
inverse for the sample covariance matrix at (5), which pro-
vides a way to make iterative updates to ellipsoids used, for

example, by the DCAD model. Let
_
e k D e

�
_

S
�1

k
_
mk I t

�
be the ellipsoid built from (the first) k<n vectors in Xn. The
sequence of ellipsoids f

_
e k W 3� k � ng, beginning at time

3 and continuing to time n, is an incremental version of the
DCAD model, viz., the IDCAD model.

A more sophisticated incremental model incorporates
a forgetting factor to secure graceful degradation of the
influence of inputs collected in the (distant) past. This idea
is well-known in the estimation literature [30], and begins
by replacing the incremental update for the sample mean
at (9) with the exponential moving average of the samples
in Xn

_
mn;� D �

_
mn�1;�C .1� �/xn ; 0 < � < 1I n� 3 (11)

This update weights the sample xn-j observed j times
ago by the exponential factor �j. The value of � deter-
mines how rapidly this sample is effectively ‘forgotten’.
Because � is less than one, �j will rapidly decrease
to zero as j increases, so the influence of xn-j will
decrease as it becomes further from the current input in
time. The weighted sample covariance matrix with proper

exponential forgetting factor added to each sample in (5)
for the collection Xn is

_

S n;� D

�
1

n� 1

� nX
jD1

�n�j .xj �
_
mn;�/.xj �

_
mn;�/

T

(12)

Rearranging (12) and replacing
_
mn;� in (11) by its right-

hand side leads to (13) for incrementally updating the
weighted sample covariance matrix,

_

S n;� D

�
�.n� 2/

n� 1

�
_

S n�1;�

C
�2

n� 1
.xn �

_
mn�1;�/.xn �

_
mn�1;�/

T (13)

To convert (13) into a direct incremental estimate for the
inverse of the sample covariance matrix with forgetting
factor, we use a lemma from [31] for the inverse of the
sum of two matrices, .B+CED/�1 D B�1�B�1C.E�1C
DB�1C/B�1. In our case, E is a scalar and C and D are
vectors. Applying this to our case now yields

_

S
�1

n;�

D

0
@ .n� 1/_S�1n�1;�

�.n� 2/

1
A

	

0
@I� .xn �

_
mn�1;�/.xn �

_
mn�1�/

T
_

S
�1

n�1;�

.n�2/
�
C.xn�

_
mn�1;�/T

_

S
�1

n�1;�.xn�
_
mn�1;�/

1
A

(14)

The limit of (14) as n approaches infinity is
_

S
�1

n�1;�=�,

so the update is dominated by
_

S
�1

n�1;�=� for large values
of n and xnC1 is effectively ignored. For algorithms with
exponential forgetting a value of � less than one and very
close to one, typically in the range (0.98, 0.995) is cho-
sen [30] (pp. 378–379). The volume of a hyperellipsoid
is proportional to the inverse of the square root of the
determinant of its characteristic matrix, so the update at
(14) gradually reduces the volume of the hyperellipsoidal
boundary, rendering IDCAD with this forgetting factor
unstable. To overcome this, we replace the (non-index) n’s
in (14) with the fixed integer n�. The idea behind this is
that when n > n� ) �k < �n� , so inputs with an index
greater than n� are essentially forgotten. When the pro-
cess begins, n will be less than n�, but at some point, this
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will change depending on the value of 3=.1 � �/. We use
n� Dmaxfn; 3=.1��/g. The factor 1=.1��/ is sometimes
called the ‘memory horizon’ of the incremental algorithm.
For example, with � D 0:99, we have a memory horizon
of 100 samples, which means that the last 100 samples are
the ones most relevant in our current estimation. Samples
older than three times the memory horizon are essentially
forgotten and have no influence in our estimation. That is
why the maximum value of n� is bounded by 3=.1 � �/.
This substitution in (14) yields the incremental estimate of
the characteristic matrix with a forgetting factor

_

S
�1

n;� D

0
@ .n� � 1/_S�1n�1;�

�.n� � 2/

1
A
0
@I � .xn �

_
mn�1;�/.xn �

_
mn�1;�/

T
_

S
�1

n;�

.n��2/
�
C .xn �

_
mn�1;�/T

_

S
�1

n�1;�.xn �
_
mn�1;�/

1
A (15)

The use of the forgetting factor in IDCAD essentially
equips it with a ‘fading memory’. The (ugly!) acronym
FFIDCAD identifies this algorithm in the sequel. Next up
is an analysis of the time and space complexities for the
three models.

4. COMPLEXITY OF THE DCAD,
IDCAD, AND FFIDCAD MODELS

All operations and storage space are counted as unit costs.
We do not assume economies that might be realized by
special programming tricks or properties of the factors
involved. For example, we do not make use of the fact that
the covariance estimates are symmetric matrices to reduce
various counts from p2 to p(p-1)/2, and we do not assume
space economies that might be realized by overwriting of
arrays, and so on. So, our ‘exact’ estimates of time and
space complexity are exact only with the assumptions we
have used to make them. And the asymptotic estimates
shown in Table I for the growth in time and space with n,
the number of samples collected, are unaffected by changes
in counting procedures.

It is easy to let asymptotic estimates lull you into
believing that methods are ‘equivalent’ (and they are, in the
limit). But we never reach infinity in real systems, so exact

comparisons are useful. For example, real sensor nodes
will have very restrictive, finite time and space constraints,
and exact estimates can be used to limit algorithmic devel-
opment to those schemes which are feasible for a given
sensor. Table I shows complexities in terms of problem
variables. Table II provides examples of exact values for
selected values of p and n.

Sample means. Because p is constant as the number
of samples increases without bound, time estimates for all
three means grow linearly with n, that is, they are ‘scalable’
[31]. Although asymptotic time complexity for the means

is equal, their space complexity is significantly different.
Storage of the incremental sample means depends only
on p, whereas batch mean storage depends on n. The
selected values shown in Table II reinforce this assertion.
The iterative means take two to three times longer to con-
struct but need just a small fraction of the storage required
for the batch mean.

Sample characteristic matrices. The exact differences
between iterative and batch constructions of the inverses
of the sample covariance matrices are harder to obtain.
It takes np2 + 2np + 2 operations to build Sn with
equation (5). Then, we need to invert Sn. Our implemen-
tation inverts Sn by Gaussian elimination. This requires
p(p+1) / 2 divisions, (2p3 C 3p2 � 5p)/6 multiplications,
and (2p3 C 3p2 � 5p)/6 subtractions [32]. Adding up all
costs results in the polynomial shown in Table I for S�1n .

To compute
_

S
�1

3 or
_

S
�1

3;�, we need inverses on the right-
hand side of (9) or (12) for n = 2, but these do not exist, so
we must initialize the iteration. Two natural choices are to

use either
_

S
�1

3 D
_

S
�1

3;� D Ip , or
_

S
�1

3 D
_

S
�1

3;� D S�13 .
The estimates shown in Tables I and II for the iterative
algorithms assume initialization with the identity matrix
at n D 3. Time complexity for all three sample charac-
teristic matrices scale linearly with n. Space complexity is

Table I. Time and space complexity for the DCAD, IDCAD, and FFIDCAD estimates.

Model Value Exact time Asymp. time Exact space Asymp. Space

DCAD mn t D np O(np) sD .nC 1/pC 1 O(np)
IDCAD

_

mn t 0 D .n� 1/3p O(np) s0 D 3pC 1 O(p) D O(1)
FFIDCAD

_

mn;� t 00 D n.3pC 1/ O(np) s00 D 2pC 1 O(p) D O(1)

DCAD S�1
n T D n.p2C 2p/C 2=3p3 O(np2/ SD npC 2p2 O(np)

C.3p=2/.p� 1/C 2 C2pC 1

IDCAD
_

S
�1

n T 0 D .n� 2/.6p2C 4pC 8/ O(np2/ S0 D 2p2C 2pC 1 O(p) D O(1)

FFIDCAD
_

S
�1

n;� T 00 D .n� 2/.6p2C 4pC 6/ O(np2/ S00 D 2p2C 2pC 2 O(p) D O(1)

DCAD, data capture anomaly detection; FFIDCAD, forgetting factor data capture anomaly detection; IDCAD, iterative data capture anomaly
detection.
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Table II. Time and space needed for n = 50 or 5000 samples of p = 2 dimensional data.

Model Value Exact time nD 50 nD 5000 Exact space nD 50 nD 5000
pD 2 pD 2 pD 2 pD 2

DCAD mn t D np 100 10,002 sD .nC 1/pC 1 103 10,003
IDCAD

_

mn t 0 D .n� 1/3p 294 29,994 s0 D 3pC 1 7 7
FFIDCAD

_

mn;� t 00 D n.3pC 1/ 350 35,000 s00 D 2pC 1 5 5

DCAD S�1
n T D n.p2C 2p/C 2=3p3 414 40,014 SD npC 2p2 111 10,011

C5=2p2 � 7=6pC 1 CpC 1

IDCAD
_

S
�1

n T 0 D .n� 2/.6p2C 4pC 8/ 1920 199,920 S0 D 2p2C 2pC 1 13 13

FFIDCAD
_

S
�1

n;� T 00 D .n� 2/.6p2C 4pC 6/ 1520 189,924 S00 D 2p2C 2pC 2 14 14

DCAD, data capture anomaly detection; FFIDCAD, forgetting factor data capture anomaly detection; IDCAD, iterative data capture anomaly
detection.

constant for the iterative methods but grows linearly in n
for the batch method.

In summary, the IDCAD and FFIDCAD computations
scale linearly in time and are constant in space. Since
memory in WSNs is quite limited, the incremental models
are much more attractive than the DCAD model from the
standpoint of storage. Moreover, the batch calculation does
not offer the possibility of streaming analysis. Next, we
briefly review a way to measure distances between pairs
of ellipsoids which provides a useful tool for analyzing
sequences of ellipsoids generated by various implementa-
tions of the iterative models.

5. THE FOCAL DISTANCE BETWEEN
TWO ELLIPSOIDS

Let d(e1, e2/ be the distance between two ellipsoids e1 D
e.A1;m1I t1/ and e2 D e.A2;m2I t2/. The authors of [19]
developed, analyzed, and illustrated three distances based
on different functions of (e1, e2/. The distance we use here
is based on the focal elements of a pair of plane ellipses.
Every plane ellipse e.A;mI t/ can be constructed by tracing
the curve whose distance from a pair of foci f1 and f2 is a
positive constant, c(t) = p(t)+ q(t) as in Figure 1(a). The
foci always lie on the major axis of the ellipse. If f˛m; ˛Mg

are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of A with cor-
responding orthogonal eigenvectors fum;uMg, the foci are

f1;2 D m˙ 1
2

q
.˛M�˛m/
˛M˛m

uM. The line segment with end-
points f1 and f2 is the focal segment ‘f’ of e.A;mI t/. The

focal distance between a pair of ellipses e1 and e2 is an
average of a set of four distances. Each component in the
average is a distance to one of the focal elements from the
other one. Let ı.x; y/D kx� yk be the Euclidean distance
between vectors in x; y 2 <p.

We have two focal segments with endpoints ff1; f2g, and
fg1; g2g. Compute four default distances

ı1 Dminfı.g1; f1/; ı.g1; f2/g (16)

ı2 Dminfı.g2; f1/; ı.g2; f2/g (17)

ı3 Dminfı.f1; g1/; ı.f1; g2/g (18)

ı4 Dminfı.f2; g1/; ı.f2; g2/g (19)

One or more of the values in (16)–(19) may be replaced
using the following heuristic. For each focal segment ‘f’,
if the orthogonal projection of either end of ‘f’ falls on the
opposing focal segment ‘g’, then we replace the appropri-
ate default distance by this distance; otherwise, we retain
the minimum distance between ‘f’ and the two opposing
foci and use it in one of equations (16)–(19). Figure 1(b)
depicts the general idea for this heuristic using a simpli-
fied notation for the distances in equations (17)–(19). In
Figure 1(b), we have ı1 D minfa,bg, ı2 D minfs,rg,
and because both focal points f1 and f2 project onto
focal segment ‘g’, the orthogonal projection replacements

(b) Foci and focal segment of e(A, m; t)(a) Foci and focal segment of e(A, m; t)

Figure 1. Basis of the focal distance between a pair of ellipses.
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are ı3 D c minfa,sg and ı4 D d  minfb,rg. The
focal distance between e1 and e2 is the average of these
four distances

dfd.e1; e2/D
ı1C ı2C ı3C ı4

4
(20)

See [19] for a proof that a p-dimensional version of dfd
is a pseudometric on pairs of ellipsoids. Our BL model
(DCAD) and two IL models (IDCAD and FFIDCAD) are
illustrated with three two-dimensional datasets collected at
a single node. Next, we describe the data.

6. THE DATASETS

We use (parts of) three WSN datasets that are all
(temperature, humidity) pairs: the Intel Berkeley Research

Lab (IBRL) data [33]; the Grand-St-Bernard (GSB) data
[34]; and the Le Genepi (LG) data [34]: Scatterplots of the
three real datasets are shown in the top row of Figure 2.
The center row of Figure 2 shows the evolution of the data
against calendar days. The bottom views in Figure 2 are
time series plots of each variable of the three datasets.

The order of collection (in time) is indicated in the top
and middle views by the color gradient of the data. Collec-
tion begins at time 1 (black) and ends at time n (white).
For example, the time stamp of the IBRL scatterplot is
(roughly) left to right, whereas in the GSB and LG data,
time increases over the collection period from roughly
right to left. These three datasets present quite different
and very interesting challenges to any anomaly detection
scheme. Individual characteristics that are important in the
context of anomaly detection are discussed next.

IBRL data. The IBRL data consists of measurements
collected by 54 sensors [33]. In this paper, we use the

IBRL Data GSB Data LG Data

Figure 2. Top row: IBRL, GSB, and LG. Beginning D black .t1/ to End D white .tn/. Center row: Time history evolution of the
datasets. Bottom row: Time series plots for each variable in the three datasets.
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data from epochs 25000 to 30000 of node 18. The IBRL
samples were collected every 31 s over the two and one half
days shown in the left view of the center row in Figure 2.
IBRL is long and stringy, with a pair of very pronounced
down-tracks away from the visually apparent main, almost-
linear structure. The physical process for this node in the
IBRL data is that its behavior in the upper left portion of the
graph (less than about 1850 samples, where temperatures
are less than about 32o/ is ‘normal’ and at times beyond
this, moving to the right, the temperature and humidity
both experience a long drift away from normal operation.
The approximate onset of the drift is indicated in the top
left panel in Figure 2 by a vertical line. This drift is due
to a decline in battery power at the node, which is seen
quite clearly in the time series for each of these variables,
shown in the leftmost view, bottom row, of Figure 2. That
is, the event of interest is not a small subset of wayward
observations located well away from the main set of mea-
surements at the node; rather, it is all of the observations
beyond a certain time. This is a drift anomaly.

GSB data. The second dataset (GSB) was gathered in
2007 from 23 sensors deployed at the Grand-St-Bernard
pass between Switzerland and Italy [34]. We extracted the
data gathered during October by station 10, sampled every
2 min over the 25-day period shown in Figure 2. The data
for days 1–5, in the upper right corner of the scatterplot,
are dense and dark-colored. The data from days 6–7 con-
tain a clear deviation from this central structure in the
form of a ‘U’ at the bottom of the view. An exaggerated
dip in humidity, visually apparent in a band of about 500
samples centered around n = 4000 in the graph of humid-
ity values in the center bottom panel is responsible for
the ‘U’ anomaly. The data from days 8–12 form another
tightly bunched set of observations at an average temper-
ature that is about 10ı less than, but otherwise similar
to, days 1–5 data. The temperature abates somewhat over
days 13–16 but then drops well below zero for most of
the remaining 9 days. The dip in humidity for days 6 and
7 is the ‘unusual event’—one we hope to detect with our
incremental models.

LG data. The LG data were gathered in 2007 from
16 sensing stations deployed on the rock glacier located
at Le Genepi above Martigny in Switzerland. These data
were sampled every 2 min over a 12-day collection period
at station 10 starting from 10th of October as shown in
Figure 2. The first 9 days of collection form the dark, dense,
elliptical-shaped blob in the right portion of the scatterplot.
The last 5 days exhibit a similar pattern for the humidity
at a somewhat lower temperature, seen in the left side of
the right-center panel of Figure 2. These two sets are con-
nected by the very visible ‘bridge’ of points in the center
of the panel at the top of the scatterplot in day 9, where
the humidity hovers around 90%. The bridge corresponds
to samples numbered (roughly) 5000 to 6000, as can be
seen in the time series plot in the bottom-right view of
Figure 2. The temporal nature of LG is similar to GSB:
temperature is dropping as winter approaches, whereas
the humidity goes up and down in a more or less regular

pattern. The most noticeable event in this data is the bridge
across the top at the end of day 9 and the beginning of
day 10.

The behavior of incrementally built IDCAD/FFIDCAD
sequences depends on many things. We consider four
issues in Section 7: (i) dependence on the sequence of
inputs; (ii) the handling of declared anomalies, (iii) pos-
sible use of a delay period to avoid instability during the
initial phase of the incremental procedures; and (iv) adap-
tation of the incremental models to characterize and track
temporal changes in the input stream.

7. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
IDCAD / FFIDCAD

Let
_
e k D e

�
_

S
�1

k
_
mk I t

�
be the DCAD batch ellipsoid

built from (the first) k < n vectors in Xn. There are an
infinite number of choices for e

�
S�1n ;mnI t

�
because its

only constraint is that t > 0, but for a fixed value of t ,
there are only 2n choices for Xn D NPXn;t [ APXn;t.
How shall we choose t for effective detection of node
anomalies? We use the chi-squared distribution. Assume
that Xn is a random n-sample from a p-variate normal
distribution, X � N.�; †/ with density function g.x/ D

e�
1
2
kx��k2

†�1

.
.2�/

p
2
p

det†i. For 0 < ˛ � 1, the

hyperellipsoid containing 100(1-˛/ % of the probability

of X, is e
�

S�1;mI�2p .˛/
�
D fx 2 <pj kx��k2

†�1
�

�2p .˛/g, where �2p .˛/ is the upper (100˛/th percentile of
the chi-squared distribution with p degrees of freedom.
The sets NPX;�2p .˛/

and APX;�2p .˛/
are the 100˛ % ellipti-

cal chi-square anomalies partition of X. Our examples all
have p D 2, and most of them use ˛ D 0:02, so that (in
probability) e.S�1;mI�2

p.0:02// captures 98% of the data.
We will specify any deviation from this capture policy.

Dependence on the input labels. Incremental algorithms
are almost always strongly dependent on the sequence
in which the inputs are presented. IDCAD/FFIDCAD are
not exceptions. Changing the arrangement of the input
data dramatically alters the evolution of f

_
e kg. The top

row of Figure 3 shows plots of successive focal distances

dfd

�
_
e k ;

_
e kC1

�
for successive pairs in sequences pre-

sented to IDCAD in the collected arrangement—that is,
in the order of collection by a real sensor. The bottom
row of Figure 3 plots the same graphs when the input
data are presented in a randomized arrangement, that is,
a random permutation f�.k/g of the labels fkg of the col-
lected arrangement. The distributions represented by the
three randomized plots are remarkably similar to each
other and make it abundantly clear that randomizing the
input sequence destroys any hope for detecting anomalies
in temporal data. But the application context will always
present data in correct temporal order and we assume
them to be temporally coherent, so this aspect of the
IDCAD/FFIDCAD models is unimportant.
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IBRL Data GSB Data LG Data

Figure 3. Focal distances between successive IDCAD ellipses for three real datasets. Top row (collected arrangement)�n
dfd

�
_

ekC1;
_

ek

�
W 1� k � n

o
: Bottom row (randomized arrangement) �

n
dfd

�
_

ekC1;
_

ek

�
W �.1/� �.k/� �.n/

o
.

IBRL Data GSB Data LG Data 

Figure 4. Exclusion of anomalies stalls IDCAD at
_

en0 D e
�
_

S
�1

n0

_

mn0
I t
�

Exclusion policy for declared anomalies. Suppose xk is

declared anomalous at time k by
_
e k D e

�
S_�1k

_
mk I t

�
.

Should this sample be used to construct
_
e kC1? Intu-

ition counsels us to set xk aside, and put
_
e kC1 D

_
e k .

But surprisingly, when xk is excluded from the update,
the current ellipsoid almost always remains fixed. This
is demonstrated in Figure 4, which shows the results of
delaying construction of the first ellipsoid for 50 sam-
ples, followed by exclusion of declared anomalies for
succeeding inputs. In all cases, IDCAD simply stalls at
_
e n0 D e

�
_

S
�1

n0

_
mn0 I t

�
for some n0 > 51. Why? If sen-

sor measurements have a strong central tendency, xkC1

might land inside the current ellipsoid and be used to
update it. But if the measurements exhibit a tendency for
temporally dependent behavior, this exclusion strategy pro-
duces unexpected results. Specifically, upon exclusion of
the first anomaly beyond some n0, the ellipsoid constructed
to that instant for each of our datasets became batch—
that is, all of the remaining inputs are declared anomalous
with respect to the test! All views in Figure 4 show the
single ellipse created before IDCAD stalls. This will not
happen for every dataset, but the fact that it happens for
these three made us realize that incremental exclusion is
a bad policy if the data are temporally dependent. Thus,
we will include declared anomalies in the update proce-
dure in the remaining examples, with one exception as
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IBRL Data GSB Data LG Data 

Figure 5. Focal distance between IDCAD ellipses started at n D 3 initialized with the identity versus IDCAD ellipses started at
m0 D 100 initialized with the DCAD ellipse.

noted in Example 3, where a very restrictive guard zone
is imposed on anomalies to prevent radical change to the
current ellipse if faced with ‘wild’ outliers.

Stabilization period. The graphs of focal distances
between successive ellipses built with IDCAD in the top
row of Figure 3 suggest that the first few (‘few’ here might
be several hundred if n is several thousands) ellipses are
‘unstable’—that is, we see more variation at the begin-
ning of the computations than later in the sequence. This
suggests that we postpone the computation of the first
incremental ellipse until the sequence of data inputs has
a chance to stabilize, say at some integer m0, then initial-
ize the sequence by using DCAD ellipse for the first m0
samples. To test this idea, we computed the focal distance
between IDCAD ellipses (at the same k) built with two
different strategies. One sequence is built starting at nD 3
initialized with the identity matrix. The second sequence
makes no computations until m0 points have been acquired
and then computes the DCAD ellipse and continues with
IDCAD from m0+1. Figure 5 shows the result of this
experiment for m0 D 100. The distance between the two
sequences rapidly decreases to nearly zero in all cases.
These results were typical of the results we got for other
values of m0 and lead us to conclude that there is little
merit in postponing the initialization. Subsequently, we
will start ellipse construction in all remaining examples
with the identity matrix at n D 3. But this initial sequence
of ellipses does have instability, so we will delay recording
and using them for a delay period d D 50 samples.

8. BATCH DETECTION OF
FIRST-ORDER ANOMALIES

The incremental models can be modified for streaming
analysis by adding a rule that utilizes local informa-
tion about declared anomalies as it becomes available.
Tracking is realized by continuing incremental updates of
the current ellipse until na consecutive anomalies (CA)
occur. If this happens, we save the current ellipse and
reset the incremental algorithm using the anomalous points

xna and xnaC1 as the first two points in the rebooted
sequence. We set up a ‘guard zone’ for declared anomalies
using two ellipses with inner and outer capture thresholds
of 98% (˛inner D :02) and 99.9% (˛outer D 0:001). Anoma-
lies that fall in the guard zone are used to update the current
ellipse and are placed in the CA stack. Anomalies that lie
beyond the outer ellipse are also placed in the CA stack
but are not used to update the current ellipse. This policy
guards against the possibility that a wildly aberrant obser-
vation will radically alter the current ellipse, throwing it
‘off the track’ of the current trend of the data. In this way,
the incremental models will build a chain of ellipses that
track changes in the input data stream. A ‘good’ value for
the tracking parameter na depends not only on the data but
also on the sampling period for the data. We tested track-
ing parameters in the range [5,20] and found that for our
datasets, na D 10 seemed to offer a good compromise
between sensitivity and (visually) representative chains.
Ellipses in FFIDCAD chains produce much narrower and
more accurate tracks along the data, so our examples in the
following are confined to this algorithm.

To get a sense of how our methods compared with
other methods were used for streaming analysis, we imple-
mented the algorithm described in Ross et al. [24], with
reference to some material from Brown [35]. The idea is
based on augmenting the CUSUM algorithm with RLS
learning for an AutoRegressive with eXogenous input
(ARX) model. Here is a brief description of the algo-
rithm. ARX models are multi-input single output mod-
els and use the current input and a window of m past
inputs and outputs to predict the next output. In this paper,
we train our ARX model for temperature prediction (y)
based on humidity (u). The ARX model can be estimated
using RLS estimation. The predicted value for tempera-

ture
_
y k at k can be calculated as

_
y k D zk�k�1, where

zk D
�
�yk�1 
 
 
 �yk�n uk 
 
 
 uk�m

	
and

�k�1 are the estimated coefficients of the model
using RLS.

Let Zk�1 be the matrix whose rows are the (k-1) data
vectors fzj W j D 1; : : : .k � 1/g, and Sw,k be the sum of
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squared residuals. Calculate three quantities wk, Sw,k, and
Wk as follows:

wk D
�
yk �

_
y k

�, r
1C zt

k

�
ZT
k�1

Zk�1

��1
zk

(21)

Sw;k D Sw;k�1 Cw2k (22)

Wk D

�
1


q
Sw,k

ı
.k� 1/

� kX
jD1

wj (23)

The value of
�
ZT

k�1Zk�1
��1

in (21) is estimated iteratively
in RLS estimation. Deviation of Wk beyond a threshold
indicates a change in the behavior of the input stream.
In this experiment, our rule was to declare xk anomalous
when jWkj> 0:948

p
k as recommended by Brown [35].

Figure 6 shows ARX/RLS, IDCAD, FFIDCAD, and
DCAD outputs on the IBRL data, where the first-order
anomalies are shown as red points. It is impossible to make
a quantitative comparison between IDCAD/FFIDCAD and
the ARX/RLS method until we have some type of ground-
truthed data. The point here is that our method pro-
duces anomalies that are consistent with the spirit of the

ARX/RLS approach. The upper left panel shows anoma-
lies detected by an ARX model as implemented in [24]
using RLS for incremental updating. The upper right panel
shows the FFIDCAD chain of ellipses that follow the input
stream, and the first-order anomalies are points that lie out-
side all ellipses in the chain. The lower right panel is the
corresponding plot of anomalies detected by IDCAD. The
anomalies shown in these three panels were detected as
data arrived at the sensor but are shown here at the end
of the data stream for comparison with the set of batch
anomalies declared by the batch ellipse that is built by the
DCAD approach.

We use the Jaccard coefficient [36] to calculate the pair-
wise similarity between the sets of anomalies detected by
each approach. The Jaccard coefficient between two sets A
and B is calculated by

J .A;B/D
jA\Bj

jA[Bj
(24)

where j�j denotes the cardinality of the set. Table III shows
the Jaccard coefficient for anomaly sets produced by each
pair of algorithms. The zero similarity between ARX and
DCAD shows that these two methods yield very differ-
ent results. As expected from a visual comparison of the
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Figure 6. Four methods for detecting first-order anomalies in the IBRL data.
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Table III. Jaccard coefficient between the set of anomalies
detected by different approaches.

ARX- FFIDCAD IDCAD DCAD

CUSUM

ARX-CUSUM 1 0.0099 0.0108 0
FFIDCAD 0.0099 1 0.3044 0.0603
IDCAD 0.0108 0.3044 1 0.0296
DCAD 0 0.0603 0.0296 1

CUSUM, cumulative sum; FFIDCAD, forgetting factor data capture
anomaly detection; IDCAD, iterative data capture anomaly detection;
DCAD, data capture anomaly detection.

anomalies in the four views in Figure 6, IDCAD and
FFIDCAD have the highest similarity. Tighter ellipsoids
built by FFIDCAD result in a higher number of anomalies
than IDCAD.

There is a noticeable difference between the IDCAD and
FFIDCAD chains in Figure 6. FFIDCAD builds shorter
and narrower ellipses than IDCAD and hence, leaves more
first-order anomalies outside all of the ellipses. This is
because the forgetting factor sharpens the focus of the
tracking parameters. The actual shapes and sizes of ellipses
in the FFIDCAD chain are functions of the parameters
chosen and can be adjusted to agree with any contextual
physical knowledge about the process responsible for the
input data.

The points shown as declared anomalies identified by the
four methods are quite different. The main area of com-
monality appears to be at the tail end of the input data
(in the lower-right portion of all four views) where tem-
perature and humidity are both very low. Figure 6 offers
a striking contrast between streaming analysis with incre-
mental methods and batch analysis with batch methods.
The point is not whether a particular observation is a ‘real’
first-order anomaly or not (indeed, we can alter the marked
anomalies in all four views by changing the implementa-
tion parameters of the methods). The important facts are
that incremental methods (i) enable us to see changes in
the input data and take appropriate actions ‘on the fly’
and (ii) do not require the massive storage needed by
batch construction.

9. STREAMING ANALYSIS IN NEAR
REAL TIME

Recall that the IBRL data has a drift anomaly whose onset
occurs roughly at nD 1930 as shown in Figure 2, whereas
the GSB and LG datasets show temporal shifts because
of seasonal variation. Each of these datasets has visually
apparent anomalies within its temporal pattern. The left
views in Figure 7 shows FFIDCAD sequences (chains of
ellipses) for the datasets built by the tracking mode with
a delay factor d D 50, tracking parameter na D 10, and
effective inner and outer radii set by ˛inner D 0:02 and
˛outer D 0:001, forgetting factor � D 0:99, and n� D 300
for FFIDCAD.

The right views in Figure 7 show the focal distance
between ellipses ek�2 and ek�1 when the current ellipse
is ek. The numbered ellipses in the left view are called
transition pairs. These are successive ellipses that are
related to the largest spikes in the graphs in the right views.
For example, the first large spike in the IBRL graph is the
focal distance dfd(e4, e5/ when the current ellipse is e6.
Comparing this spike with the left view of the IBRL data
shows that it signals the onset of a change in the input
stream—viz., the onset of drift at this node because of a
loss of battery power. Detection lags real time because the
spike occurs at a time recently past. The actual lag time
depends on the sample rate of the data as well as the num-
ber of points in each of the ellipses involved. There are
other ways to implement the transition to reduce the lag
time. This is an issue that we will study in detail in another
article.

Similarly, we see that spikes in the transition distance
graphs for the other two datasets in Figure 7 occur at
anomalies in the data. The ‘U’ anomaly in the GSB data
is flagged by large spikes for the transition pairs at (15, 16)
and (19, 20). And the largest spike in the transition pairs
graph for the LG data occurs at the (30, 31) pair, which is
seen in the lower-left panel to correspond to the ‘bridge’
between the two main blobs in the LG data.

These examples suggest that thresholding the focal dis-
tance between transition pairs gives us a way to identify
regime changes (albeit slightly in arrears in real time). We
have not experimented with a method for choosing a suit-
able threshold yet but will soon concentrate on this aspect
of streaming analysis with FFIDCAD.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND IDEAS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

We have studied two incremental models that are suitable
for online anomaly detection at a sensor in a WSN, viz., the
incremental (IDCAD) and FFIDCAD variants of a batch
DCAD. We addressed these issues as follows: (i) time and
space complexity of the incremental versions compared
with DCAD; (ii) sensitivity of the incremental models to
variations in the input sequence; (iii) inclusion policy for
declared anomalies; (iv) method of initialization and need
for a delay period; and (v) modifications needed to build
tracking models defined by chains of ellipsoids when the
input data is temporally dependent. We provided empiri-
cal results for three real datasets to study various facets of
the models.

These are our main conclusions: (i) the incremental
models scale linearly in time and constantly in space; (ii)
IDCAD and FFIDCAD should be initialized with the iden-
tity matrix as soon as input data is available, but incre-
mental ellipses should be held for a delay period until the
sequence ‘settles down’; (iii) first-order anomalies should
be declared and then used to build the next ellipse in
either sequence; (iv) FFIDCAD builds ‘narrower’ chains
of ellipses than IDCAD and hence, seems to offer the
more useful picture of evolving structure at a sensor node;
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Figure 7. FFIDCAD change detection with focal distances of transition pairs.

and finally, (v) spikes in focal distance between successive
pairs of FFIDCAD ellipses signal the onset of temporal
changes in near real-time in data that have anomalies. In
view of the fact that the memory capacity at most nodes
in WSNs is quite limited and data collected there can be
seen as ‘online’ in the temporal sense, the new incremen-
tal models have some clear advantages over their batch

counterparts. Our examples suggest that further study of
the FFIDCAD algorithm is warranted.

A successful application of IDCAD and FFIDCAD in
data streaming analysis requires selecting a proper set of
parameters. Table IV provides some guidelines on how to
select each. The sensitivity column indicates how much we
think an application might be affected if the recommended
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Table IV. Selection guidelines for FFIDCAD and IDCAD parameters.

Parameter Algorithms Sensitivity Recommendation Comments

Effective IDCAD/ Medium For elliptical chi- Elliptical chi-square
Radius (t) FFIDCAD square anomalies anomalies model

model a good choice assume the samples
is between 95 and are normally
99% ellipsoid. distributed but in

practice a unimodal
assumption is usually
enough for it to work

Guard zone IDCAD/ Very low Greater than t. If the Only necessary when
FFIDCAD elliptical chi-square datasets with

Anomalies model is possibly very large
used for t a good valued outliers are
choice is to select anticipated
99.9% ellipsoids

Forgetting FFIDCAD Low From the interval Provides a trade-off
Factor(�) [0.98, 0.995). The between tracking

definition of memory ability of the model
horizon helps select and its stability
a proper value for an
application

Delay factor IDCAD/ Very low Usually greater than If the sampling period
(d) FFIDCAD 50 samples so the is large d can be

statistics becomes reduced
reliable

Tracking parameter Building High Application This relates to the
(na) chain of dependent and also ability of the models

ellipsoids depends on how big to be used for change
a change the user detection.
wants to detect

IDCAD, iterative data capture anomaly detection; FFIDCAD, forgetting factor data capture anomaly detection.

value is chosen for the parameter without considering the
specific requirements of the application.

The choice of parameter t is important and quite similar
to parametric decisions, for example, when choosing the
number of standard deviations for estimating a confidence
interval. The width of the interval depends on both the
number and the value of the estimated standard deviations.
Usually, a fixed value is chosen for the number of stan-
dard deviations. Similarly, a fixed t is chosen in our model,
and the volume of the ellipsoids is determined by the vari-
ation in the data reflected in the covariance matrix. We are
currently working on a method for determining t automati-
cally. This involves a compromise between accurate detec-
tion versus online speed. We are looking at ways to adjust
t on the fly so that its value becomes an automatically
adjustable streaming parameter.

What is next? First, an adaptive thresholding mechanism
should be developed so that spikes in transition pair focal
distances are detected automatically. Because there are
often a number of ellipses in subchains in-between spikes,

it might be profitable to consider a merger algorithm that
combines subchains as a chain evolves, thereby reduc-
ing overall storage of historical data summaries. Another
important aspect of this research is to extend it towards
using the information that can be broadcast from a node
as it detects anomalous behavior. For example, other nodes
in the network, or a base station or cluster head perhaps,
might be told when a node such as the IBRL node is
drifting. This information could be used to turn-off the
node, self-repair it, disregard its observations, or even call
for help. Finally, a more ambitious goal is to endow the
incremental models with predictive capabilities based on,
for example, rule bases that capture predictive information
about the evolution of the input data.
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